
From a  to an Orbit!

Tom Spilker explains how to think about Orbits!



Ground (Earth)!

OK, Let’s Look at a Roller Coaster!!

Start, going slowly, at the top of a “hill”;!
assume no friction or drag.!



Ground (Earth)!

Moving downhill (getting closer to!
Earth’s center) the car picks up speed;!
gravity provides the impetus.!



Ground (Earth)!

The car’s highest speed is!
at the bottom of the slope,!
closest to Earth’s center.!



Ground (Earth)!

As the car moves uphill (getting farther!
from Earth’s center) the car slows down.!



Ground (Earth)!

Without friction, at the same elevation as!
before the car will have the same speed.!



Ground (Earth)!

Were this hill taller than the one on the!
left, the car couldn’t reach the top!
without some sort of extra push.!

Without friction, at the same elevation as!
before the car will have the same speed.!



Now make it a HUGE Roller Coaster!



Ground (Earth)!

Now make it a HUGE Roller Coaster -!
So huge you can see Earth’s curvature, as shown!!

That makes the hill tops about 500 miles high.!



Ground (Earth)!

Just as before, moving downhill the car!
picks up speed, only now, at this scale,!
it’s thousands of MPH (no friction allowed!).!



Ground (Earth)!

Again the car’s highest speed!
is at the bottom of the slope,!
several thousand MPH.!



Ground (Earth)!

Just as before, as the car!
moves uphill it slows down.!



Ground (Earth)!

And just as before, without friction, at the top of a hill!
the same height as the first hill, the car will have the!
same speed as it did at the top of the first hill.!



If you thought the last roller coaster was HUGE -!
Now build one where the blue circle shown below is the entire Earth!!



There’s only one hill…!

If you thought the last roller coaster was HUGE -!
Now build one where the blue circle shown below is the entire Earth!!



There’s only one hill…!…and only one trough!

If you thought the last roller coaster was HUGE -!
Now build one where the blue circle shown below is the entire Earth!!



There’s only one hill…!…and only one trough!

If you thought the last roller coaster was HUGE -!
Now build one where the blue circle shown below is the entire Earth!!

…and make the track’s shape an ellipse, with one focus at Earth’s center.!



Start at the top of the!
hill, about 3000 miles!
up, going only a few!
MPH … say about 30.!



As it rolls downhill, it picks!
up speed – fast! – so here it’s!
going several thousand MPH.! (Remember – no friction!)!



At the bottom of the!
hill it’s going 14,100!
MPH.!



As it rolls back uphill!
it slows down again.!



Back at the top of the!
hill it’s back to 30!
MPH again.!

All the way around, the car has!
been putting some weight on the!
track, so the track has kept it on!
this elliptical path.!



Now make the speed!
at the top of the hill!
faster, say 500 MPH.!

Due to increased centrifugal force,!
the car puts less weight on the!
track, all the way around.!



Now make the speed!
at the top of the hill!
11,794 MPH.!



Now make the speed!
at the top of the hill!
11,794 MPH.!

At the bottom of!
the hill, it’s going!
18,401 MPH.!



Now make the speed!
at the top of the hill!
11,794 MPH.!

The car will travel exactly the same!
path as before, but will put no!
weight on the track at all! (Any!
faster and the car would try to lift!
off the track)!
!

And then you could…!

At the bottom of!
the hill, it’s going!
18,401 MPH.!



…get rid of the track!!!
It won’t make any difference at all!
in the path the car takes!!
!

The car will be doing exactly what!
objects in orbit do!!



…get rid of the track!!!
It won’t make any difference at all!
in the path the car takes!!
!

The car will be doing exactly what!
objects in orbit do!!

The car is in orbit around Earth!!



It doesn’t matter if it’s a roller coaster car…!



It doesn’t matter if it’s a roller coaster car…!
or a spacecraft…!



It doesn’t matter if it’s a roller coaster car…!
or a spacecraft…!
or a laundry basket full of dirty laundry!!

Whatever it is … is in orbit around Earth!!



How Could We Change the Orbit?!



Now, reaching the!
bottom at 18,401!
MPH, assume it!
slows down somehow !
by about 500 MPH.!
!
What happens to the!
orbit?!

How Could We Change the Orbit?!



The other side loses!
altitude!!

Now, reaching the!
bottom at 18,401!
MPH, assume it!
slows down somehow !
by about 500 MPH.!
!
What happens to the!
orbit?!



If it slowed down!
even more, to!
16,668 MPH…!



The altitude at the!
other side is now the!
same as at the former!
bottom. The orbit is!
circular.!

If it slowed down!
even more, to!
16,668 MPH…!



What happens if we!
speed up over here?!



What happens if we!
speed up over here?!

The other 
side gains!
altitude!!



If we speed up even!
more over here…!



…the other 
side gains even 
more altitude.!

If we speed up even!
more over here…!



If we speed up to!
23,572 MPH here…!



If we speed up to!
23,572 MPH here…!

(And for now we’ll assume!
Earth and the object are the!
only things in the universe …!
nothing else exerts any gravitational!
forces on them)!



If we speed up to!
23,572 MPH here…!

The spacecraft – or whatever it is –!
never comes back. It escapes, on!
an orbit shaped like a parabola.!

(And for now we’ll assume!
Earth and the object are the!
only things in the universe …!
nothing else exerts any gravitational!
forces on them)!



If we speed up to!
23,572 MPH here…!

The spacecraft – or whatever it is –!
never comes back. It escapes, on!
an orbit shaped like a parabola.!
!

Just as before, as the object gets!
farther away from Earth’s center,!
it slows down…!
…but it keeps on going…and!
going…and going…never to return.!

(And for now we’ll assume!
Earth and the object are the!
only things in the universe …!
nothing else exerts any gravitational!
forces on them)!



If we speed up to!
23,572 MPH here…!

The spacecraft – or whatever it is –!
never comes back. It escapes, on!
an orbit shaped like a parabola.!
!

Just as before, as the object gets!
farther away from Earth’s center,!
it slows down…!
…but it keeps on going…and!
going…and going…never to return.!

Given an infinite amount of!
time, it would slow to exactly!
zero speed.!

(And for now we’ll assume!
Earth and the object are the!
only things in the universe …!
nothing else exerts any gravitational!
forces on them)!



If we speed up even!
more over here…!



The spacecraft – or whatever it is – escapes!
on an orbit shaped like a hyperbola.!

If we speed up even!
more over here…!



The object still slows down as it!
gets farther away from Earth’s center,!
but even given infinite time, it never!
slows to zero speed. It approaches a!
“final speed”, or V-infinity.!

If we speed up even!
more over here…!

The spacecraft – or whatever it is – escapes!
on an orbit shaped like a hyperbola.!



The object still slows down as it!
gets farther away from Earth’s center,!
but even given infinite time, it never!
slows to zero speed. It approaches a!
“final speed”, or V-infinity.!

If we speed up even!
more over here…!

The faster the speed at the!
start, the faster that V-infinity.!

The spacecraft – or whatever it is – escapes!
on an orbit shaped like a hyperbola.!



It works the same way on the other side.!



It works the same way on the other side.!

Slowing down here…!



It works the same way on the other side.!

Slowing down here…!
…decreases the!
altitude here.!



It works the same way on the other side.!

Speeding up here…!



It works the same way on the other side.!

Speeding up here…!
…increases the!
altitude here.!

…and so on.!



We’ve	  just	  touched	  on	  the	  very	  basics	  of	  orbits	  –	  there’s	  a	  lot	  more	  you	  can	  learn	  about	  
them!	  But	  this	  is	  enough	  to	  help	  you	  understand	  some	  things	  about	  space	  flight.	  Such	  as…	  

Why	  can’t	  New	  Horizons	  go	  into	  orbit	  at	  Pluto	  
instead	  of	  just	  flying	  by??	  

…and	  that’s	  the	  topic	  of	  the	  next	  discussion!	  


